**ENVIREX® ROTATING BIOLOGICAL CONTACTOR (RBC) RETROFITS**

**PROCESS DESIGN, PARTS, UPGRADES AND COMPLETE REPLACEMENT SERVICE FOR ALL BRANDS OF RBC UNITS**

**Common Issues of Aging RBC Systems:**
- Need to meet new discharge limits
- Need to increase capacity
- An unbalanced shaft
- Bearing failure
- Media failure
- Clogged media

**The Leader in RBCs is at Your Service**
- On-site inspection & turnkey replacements
- Personnel training & maintenance guidelines
- RBC retrofit in field with your crew or ours
- OEM parts for Envirex®, Lyco, and Autotrol brands
- Over 40 years of experience in RBC design
- Process Design, Service, & Upgrades

Contact: Deborah Hyke, Applications Expert  
Tel: +1.262.521.8488  
Email: deborah.hyke@evoqua.com

**Schedule an on-site equipment evaluation**

Envirex®

an EVOQUA brand
RETROFIT, REHAB AND UPGRADE SOLUTIONS

TURNING WHAT YOU HAVE INTO WHAT YOU WANT

Evoqua’s wastewater equipment business is rooted in the first chain system applied to a wastewater plant. A REX® system from the Chain Belt Company, a precursor to Envirex®, was installed in 1910 and operated for almost seventy years with the support of our experts and aftermarket services.

Our team has helped develop successful water and wastewater treatment systems for over 100 years using well known technologies. Our industry leading database of OEM drawings provides for faster, more cost effective and responsive project execution.

OEM Brands You Know
Envirex® | Davco™ | Jet Tech | Link-Belt® | REX® | PFT | Lyco

Circular Clarifiers | Chain & Scrapers | Disc Filters | Sand Filters | Anaerobic Digestion | Brush Rotors Conversions | Disc Aerators | Screw Pumps | RBCs | Field Erect Plants

WE ARE READY TO RESPOND
Schedule an on-site equipment evaluation
or connect with a product expert at:
www.evoqua.com/retrofit

Envirex and Davco are trademarks of Evoqua, its subsidiaries or affiliates, in some countries
Link-Belt is a trademark of Link-Belt Construction Equipment Company, L.P., LLC
REX is a trademark of Rexnord Industries, LLC

The information provided in this brochure contains merely general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in actual case of use do not always apply as described or which may change as a result of further development of the products. An obligation to provide the respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of contract.
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